The movie Saving Private Ryan deals with a family of four brothers who they are fought during the World War II. During this war, three brothers died. The army made sure to find the fourth brother, James Ryan, not to have to announce a fourth death to his mother. This movie entitled Saving Private Ryan was realized in 1998 by Steven Spielberg. The cast is Tom Hanks, Edward Burns, Matt Damon and Tom Sizemore. It is a war film. This movie is not a « cliché » of war movie because we can think this is the reality.

The movie start by the landing in Normandy's beach by the Americans soldiers, the Captain John Miller and his troops stormed by German enemies. Meantime, when the chief of Staff who stay in United States writing letters of death soldiers for families realize that a mother will receive 3 death letters because 3 of her sons are died. The fourth having landed in Normandy, the General Staff will do everything to find him so that this mother does not getting a fourth letter. Captain Miller will take on the mission "Saving Private Ryan." Miller will give his life and the lives of his men to save that man. It's a beautiful lesson of courage and honor.

The cast is excellent; the scene was amazingly executed by the actors. We have spectacular scene, like the landing. The special effects are absolutely remarkable. The setting And costumes are realistic. The scenes are consistent. The sound effects are rich. I like the latest scene when Captain Miller is dying, he tells to Ryan: « James, earn this...earn it. » because Miller died for him.

It is not a « cliché » war film because it is like in the reality; we can think it really happened. It is amazing of see this. Also, it is a war we all know, it is very interesting. A must see!!